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COMPANY
PROFILE our

ServicesWe are an IT company in Kohat, Pakistan. We are a team of Profes-
sionals having experience in UI designs, Web Development, Mobile 
Development, and Ecommerce projects. As Software Engineers 
and Entrepreneurs, we worked with teams and created various 
successful solutions for startups. We´ll be pleased to help you with 
the best practices we acquired.
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ABOUT
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Managing Director

Hello   I'm   Muhammad   Nouman   Managing  
Director at RZ Technologies. I have completed 
my graduation in 2013 and my main subject 
was   Computer   Science.    I   am  Senior  Web 
developer able to build Websites and 
Web-Applications from scratch. 

Muhammad Nouman

Our MISSION

Our Strategy

To maintain a balance between innovation & practicalities with a firm 
commitment to provide a diversified range of software services based on client 
focus and professionalism.

Our strategy is to provide best software solutions that transform data into 
knowledge, enabling them to solve their problems.

“Dreams do not come true just be-
cause you dream them. It’s hard 
work that makes things happen. It’s 
hard work that creates change.”



Video Editing

Web Development

Mobile UI/UX Design

Mobile App Development

Our
Services
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Web UI/UX Design

Social Media Post Design

Logo Designing



Web
UI/UX Design
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Explaination

Green Web Design 01.
It is a portfolio landing page design for
a client which was from USA, who was
offering UI UX Designing services and
need this landing page design for his
website so he can do marketing.

JeetApes NFT Web Design 02.
It is an NFT selling marketplace website design
for buying & selling of NFTs. I created a high 
fidelity landing page for this client.

Camera Store Web Design 03.
It is basically online store to buy any type of
camera. We Build a Landing Page UI Design
for this website.

Art Studio Web Design 04.
Its an NFT selling marketplace website
design for the buying and selling of NFTs.
I created a high fidelity landing page
design for this client. 

From last 4 years we are working on UI UX Designing and have 
worked with a large number of clients and provided them best 
possible solutions for their products. First we make requirements 
analysis of clients’ requirements and sketch a wireframe accord-
ing to the usability standards. After that we work on High Fidelity 
design by using the standards of Neumorphism and Glassmor-
phism.

ECommerce Web Design05.
It is basically an Ecommerce Website to buy
any kind of shoes. We build a landing page
UI Design for this website.

Ninjaz Web Design06.
Ninjaz is a company management tool which
is used by users to manage different 
companies at the same time. I designed a
landing page design for its tool, so users can
get all the info about this tool. 



Mobile
UI/UX Design
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Our Android
Projects

Explaination

Calculator App Design 01.
A hidden recording app which has 
calculator features at the start but when
you open app, there is a hidden
recording features and browser feature
to record videos while browsing.

Nifty NFT App Design 02.
It is an NFT selling marketplace App which is
used for buying and selling of NFTs. It also
offers some features of instagram so users
can post NFTs like instagram post and share
with friends and if they want to buy and sell
NFTs they can also do that.

Find Me App Design 03.
It is an app by which you can find your missing
pet. User can post and notify other users about
your missing pet I built a Complete app Design
for this app.

RissaLooks App Design05.
It is basically online store for women hair
wigs where women can buy different wigs.
We created complete UI design for this app.

 

Place Exploration App
Design

06.

It is an app by which user can explore
different locations all over the world & can
get all details regarding the location. We
built a complete UI design for this app.

Status Maker App Design04.
The application displays several
apps like hashtag maker, thumbnail maker,
insta story, live wallpaper and iVault. This
app allow you to easily customize your tags,
thumbnails, wallpapers, story and save
personal stuff. We built complete design for
this app. 

At RZ Technologies, we offer exclusive UI/UX Designing Services 
that are tailored to meet the specific needs and requirements of 
our clients. We have a team of experienced and skilled design-
ers who are well-versed in the latest trends and technologies in 
the field of UI/UX Design. With their expertise, we are able to 
provide our clients with the best possible solutions that can help 
them improve their overall user experience.



We have created custom logo designs for businesses of all types and sizes. 

Whether you're a small business just starting out, or a large corporation, we 

can create a logo that's perfect for you. We take into account your business's 

unique style and needs, and create a logo that reflects that. Our goal is always 

to create a logo that you're proud to display and that helps you to promote 

your business effectively. Contact us today to get started on your custom logo 

design.

LoGo
Designing
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Explaination

Mercy4Humanity Logo01.
It is basically a non-profit organization.
We built a logo for this company.

Reinvent Logo02.
It is a company which provides data
analysis and business intelligence
services to a new companies. We built a
logo for the company.

Psych Health Center04.
It is the hospital for mental health.
We built a logo for the company. 

Connector Logo05.
It is basically a messenger but at the same 
time user can play games on this app. We built
a logo for this company.

SnipCritics Logo06.
It is basically a website in which user can
display their paintings. We built a logo for
this company.

Crafterina By Her Logo 03.
It is a website in which user can explore
different handmade crafts. We built a logo
for the website. 



If you're looking to increase your brand value and make your marketing more 

effective, RZ Technologies can help. We offer a variety of services that can help 

improve your brand image and make your marketing more efficient. With our 

help, you can reach your target audience more effectively and make your 

brand more valuable. Contact us today to learn more about our services and 

how we can help you increase your brand value.

Social Media Post
Design
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Explaination

Toyota Raize Post Design01.
It is a poster of a car company called Toyota.
We Built this social media post for this car
model.

Amazon FBA Post Design02.
It is a poster of the institute which offers
the Amazon FBA course. We bulit a social
media post for this institute. 

Toyota Fortuner Post
Design

04.

It is a poster of a car company called
Toyota. We Built this social media post for
this car model.

Karmen Vehicle Post Design05.
It is a poster of a car company called Karmen
which sells different car models. We Built this 
social media post for this car model.

Lightly Post Design06.
It is a poster of a dating website called
Lightly. We built this social media post
for the website.

Nissan Note Post Design03.
It is a poster of a car company called Nissan.
We Built this social media post for this car
model.



Now a days videos are most common and highly used way to present their 

products or convey their message to public. We are working on video from the 

last 3 years and made awesome videos for clients and companies. We have 

experience in text animations, visual effects and background music. We use 

Adobe Premiere pro and After Effects for video editing.

Video
Editing
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Explaination

Professional Video Editing02.
It is a complete and detailed documentary
of the hills and mountains. We compiled
& edited documentary professionally in 24
hrs. 

Youtube Videos04.
It is a vlog which shows paragliding,
skydiving and different adventures.
We compiled & edited this video 
professionally in 24 hrs.

Motivational Videos05.
It is actually the motivational video which
motivates people to exercise, yoga and 
meditation. We created & edited this 
youtube video for our client professionally.

Motivational Video06.
It is the motivational video which
motivates people to explore natural
beauty, to do outdoor activities. We
compiled & edited this youtube video for
our client.

03. Video Ads
It is basically the youtube ad which endorse
fitness products. We created & edited this 
youtube ad. 

It is a video tutorial in which professionals
teaches the teaching, gym and cooking. 
We edited each and every video for this
tutor.

01. Gym & Cooking Tutorials



At RZ Technologies, we offer Android app development services to clients who 

desire to expand their audience to monthly active users that utilize Android 

devices. We construct Android apps for various devices such as phones, wear-

ables, and tablets. From the initial design to the development and implementa-

tion, as well as testing and support, our end-to-end mobile app development 

services will support you in creating a new Android app or porting your existing 

iOS app. We have expertise in numerous types of projects. 

Mobile
App Development
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Explaination

Living App02.
It is basically the fitness app by which
user can track his/her pulse, step count,
blood pressure and can record his/her
health data.

04. SuperCleaner App
It is basically an app which cleans all the
junk files and viruses in the phone &
optimize the phone battery &
performance. We created this app.

05. Pure O Natural App
It is basically an ecommerce store which
sells beauty products for girls. We created
this app.

Nifty NFT App06.
It is basically the marketplace to sell
different NFTs where different users 
sell different NFTs. We created this app.

Lightly App03.
It is basically the dating app in which user
can date and find their partners from all
over the world. We created this app.

A hidden recording app which has 
calculator features at the start but when
you enter the app there is hidden
recording features and browser feature
to record videos while browsing. We created
this mobile app.

01. Calculator App



We specialize in web development, custom programming, and tem-

plate-based web pages. Whether you need a simple website or a complex 

web application, we have the skills and experience to get the job done. We can 

handle all aspects of your project, from start to finish.

If you need a custom programming solution, we can develop a solution that 

meets your specific needs. We have experience with a wide range of program-

ming languages and technologies, so we can create a solution that is tailored 

to your needs.

Web
Development
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Explaination

01.

02. SnipCritics Website
It is basically a website in which user can
explore different paitings. We created this
website.

EELA Website04.
It is basically an ecommerce website
which sells beauty products of girls.
We built this website.

Lightly Website05.
It is a dating website in which users can
date & find their life partners from all over
the world. We created this website.

Uncorked & Cultured
Website

06.

Uncorked & Cultured is a community-
driven platform and media company 
connecting BIPOC audiences around the 
world through wine, wellness, culture, 
adventure. We built website for this
company.

Greenway Motors03.
It a basically an ecommerce website
inwhich user can buy different cars. We
built this website.

It is the website which sells smart digital 
equipments which are controlled by mobile
apps. These are basically an IOT Devices.
We built this website.

Smart Home Eqip Website



Project Manager

Kalim Ahmed Hamza

Creative
Team
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Daud Ibrahim
Sr. Graphics Designer

Hello I'm Daud Ibrahim 

Senior Graphic Designer 

at RZ Technologies.

Hilal
Maintainance Manager

Hello I'm Hilal Shah Office 

Maintenance Manager at 

RZ Technologies

Sohail Ahmed
Web Developer

Hello I'm Sohail Ahmad 

Web developer at RZ 

Technologies. 

Zubair
Graphics Designer

Muhammad Osama
UI/UX Designer

Abdul Salam
UI/UX Designer

Hello I'm Abdul Salam 

Senior UI/UX Designer at 

RZ Technologies.

Hello I'm Zubair UI/UX 

Designer at RZ 

Technologies.

Hello I'm Osama UI/UX 

Designer at RZ 

Technologies.

Hello I'm Kalim Hamza Business Development Manager at RZ 
Technologies. I have completed my graduation in 2019 and my
main subject was Computer Science. Now I have around 3 years 
of experience working in Team Management, Quality Assurance, 
Project Hunting, Requirements Understanding, Customer
Satisfaction etc. 

Web Developer

Ubaid Ur Rehman

Hello I'm Ubaid Ur Rehman Senior Web developer at RZ
Technologies. I have completed my graduation in 2017
and my main subject was Computer Science. I am able to build a
Websites and Web-Applications from scratch. I am ready for 
challenges and di�culties. Fast learner, hard worker and team player, 
currently working as a Senior Web developer.

SEO Expert

Mubashir Ammar

Hello I'm Mubashir Ammar SEO Expert and Social Media Manager
at RZ Technologies. I have completed my graduation in 2019 and
my main subject was Computer Science. Now I have around 3 years
of experience working on di�erent tools like (Google Analytics,
Google Search Console, Ubersuggest, and Google Keyword Planner).  
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HAPPY
ENDING :)

4.995
Ratings

120+
Satisfied Clients

1280+
Days Worked

290+
Projects Finished

COMPANY
HIGHLIGHTS

Those who found 
success without 
going through 

failures never found 
true success, only 

delusions.”

Whatsapp : +92 324 934 9028

Email : info@tech-rz.com

Website : www.tech-rz.com


